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Observation of Sustained Arc Circuit Failure on Solar
Array Backside in Low Earth Orbit
J. Michael Bodeau

Abstract— On March 12, 2010, two anomalies occurred
simultaneously on NASA’s Aura spacecraft, both lasting under 1
minute. There was a momentum build up due to a persistent
disturbance torque lasting 40-50 seconds. A system anomaly in
the current and voltage telemetry of one of the power subsystem
array regulator electronic modules (AREs) lasted for the same
duration and ended with 6 strings (one array group) of solar cell
current lost. This paper presents the evidence gathered by the
joint NASA/GSFC-Northrop Grumman investigation team that
concluded both anomalies were caused by a sustained vacuum
arc on the array backside. The primary cause that triggered the
sustained arc was not conclusively established.

II.

ANOMALY DESCRIPTION AND INVESTIGATION

A. Anomalous Event Telemetry
The Flight Operations Team (FOT) observed that an
unusually large attitude disturbance had occurred at roughly
04:48:00GMT on day of year 071 (March 12th, 2010). The
yaw attitude error rates and error are shown in Fig. 1. Much
smaller errors appeared simultaneously in the roll and pitch
axes (Fig. 2). The team also observed that the current telemetry
from one of the solar array regulator electronics (ARE-5A) was
erratic during the time of the attitude disturbance compared to
the normal behavior shown by ARE 5C (Fig. 3).

Keywords—sustained arc; satellite anomaly; power system
degradation
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INTRODUCTION

On March 12, 2010, two anomalies occurred
simultaneously on NASA’s Aura spacecraft, both lasting under
1 minute. There was a momentum build up due to a persistent
disturbance torque lasting 40-50 seconds. A system anomaly in
the current and voltage telemetry of one of the power
subsystem array regulator electronic modules (AREs) lasted for
the same duration and ended with 6 strings (one array group) of
solar cell current lost. The anomalies did not affect payload
operation, trip fault management or raise any automatic alarms,
and were detected by the NASA EOS Flight Operations Team
during routine daily performance plot reviews the next
business day. The anomalies occurred beyond the 5 year design
life of the spacecraft, which retained significant power margin
for continuing operations after the event.
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Fig. 1. YAW attitude rates and error

This paper presents the evidence gathered by the joint
NASA/GSFC-Northrop Grumman investigation team that
concluded both anomalies were caused by a sustained vacuum
arc on the array backside. The primary cause that triggered the
sustained arc was not conclusively established. It is shown that
ESD from surface charging, which has caused sustained arc
circuit failures on many arrays in GEO, is not a plausible cause
for this particular event.
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Design features that contributed to the anomaly are
reviewed, in particular, the proximity of power and return
conductors. Routing power adjacent to return conductors is a
common practice in LEO, implemented to reduce the solar
array magnetic dipole moment and magnetic disturbance
torque. Given the risk of sustained arcs, increasing the
separation between power and returns and the allocated
magnetic dipole moment for solar arrays are recommended.
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Fig. 2. Smaller errors appeared in roll and pitch axes
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B. Simulations of the GNC response that clarifies the nature
of the disturbance torque
NASA and NGAS dynamicists performed simulations of
disturbance torques to gain insight into possible causes of the
attitude anomaly. The initial simulations applied torques to
rigid body models of the spacecraft. The disturbance was best
simulated by a steady torque of 40-60 seconds in duration.
Later model refinements using a 40 second long force with
linearly decaying amplitude (Fig. 4) provided an excellent
match to observed error rates (see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6). Impulsive
disturbances (i.e., short duration, high amplitude disturbances)
and low-amplitude long duration (75 second) events caused the
simulations to diverge from the observed behavior. The
distribution of momentum accumulation between yaw and roll
axis indicated that the torque vector was about 17 degrees off
the spacecraft axis, roughly the same angle as the normal to the
solar panel backside. This suggested that the disturbance torque
was due to a force on the array backside.
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Fig. 3. EPS ARE-5A anomalous current

At 4:47:22, Aura emerged from eclipse, shown by the rise
from zero current for both ARE 5A and 5C (blue and red
curves in Fig. 3). The currents continued to increase until both
ARE outputs plateaued at 4:47:44. This plateau is a normal
feature of the power subsystem control software. After the
power subsystem confirms eclipse exit, which occurred at
about 4:48, the array regulators are commanded to about 2.72.8A. Again, the sawtooth waveforms observed for ARE 5C,
and post event for ARE-5A, are normal features of the array
regulation.
The voltage was around 30V during eclipse, rose to 120V
as Aura emerged from eclipse, and began a slow decay towards
a nominal operating level of ~60V (not shown in Fig. 3). The
high voltage is normal for a cold, post-eclipse array, and the
subsequent drop in voltage is determined by the time it takes
the array to warm up to a nominal sunlit temperature.
Fig. 4. Disturbance force that provided best match to GNC disturbance

The erratic high-amplitude current variation observed for
ARE-5A between 4:47:56 to 4:48:49 is not a normal feature.
(Note that the design of the ARE current sensor makes the
telemetry unreliable for both amplitude and direction when a
fault condition occurs.) ARE data is sampled every second, and
the last normal ARE-5A current value was observed at 4:47:55
and the first abnormal current value was observed at 4:47:56.
After the event (~4:49), the ARE-5A waveform shows the
expected sawtooth regulation response, but the current output
from this ARE is anomalously low (close to 50% of its nominal
output). The accumulation of YAW momentum appeared to
stop at about the same time that the ARE-5A output stabilized
(also shown in Fig. 3).

Simulation
Measurement

Derived parameters match
measured yaw rate well

State-of-health tests were performed on all of the ARE’s
after the fault, and the results were compared with the behavior
prior to the fault. ARE-5A generated peak power at the same
duty cycle as the healthy AREs, indicating that the pulse width
modulator and power convertor circuitry within ARE-5A were
healthy after the event. However, ARE-5A was receiving
53.5% less current after the event.

Fig. 5. Comparison of simulated and observed Yaw error rates
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ARE. The redundant return wires for the 2 groups on each
panel originate at the single point ground, are routed to a
dedicated slip ring in the SADA, through the interpanel harness
to the panel connector, and back to the 5 or 6 string group
common bus strip on the diode/termination board. So a single
solar cell panel is associated with a single ARE, such as panel
11 with ARE-5A and panel 12 with ARE-5C.

Simulation
Measurement

To
ARE

Derived parameters match
measured roll rate well

Fig. 6. Comparison of simulated and observed Roll error rates

C. Description of the solar array and power subsystem
The solar array is constructed of 12 identical panels of solar
cells, plus two inner panels that carry the harness and
structurally interface with the spacecraft, for a total of 14
panels (Fig. 7) [1]. Each panel is 1m wide by 4.6m high. The
panels are numbered sequentially, starting at the spacecraft and
going out to the wing tip. Panel 11 is highlighted because that
is the location of the solar cell circuits that feed current to
ARE-5A. Panel 11 is about 11m from the spacecraft CG when
the array is deployed, so the bounding length of the disturbance
torque moment arm was set to 11m in the GNC simulations.

From
SPG

Panel 11

Fig. 8. Solar cell panel electrical block diagram [1]

A consequence of this current bussing is that a short
between a group power conductor and any ground conductor
would draw the short-circuit current of all 11 strings in the
group, which would be roughly 8 amps per state of health tests
performed prior to the fault. The post event state showing loss
of 53% 2% of the current to ARE-5A means that the current
of the 6 string group was lost (6/11=54.5% loss), but the 5
string group current is intact. This would occur if either the
redundant pair of power wires or the redundant pair of return
wires for the 6 string group for panel 11 fused open, while at
least one of the redundant power and return conductors for the
5 string group must be intact. Potential locations for the fault
consistent with this end state are discussed later.

Fig. 7. Aura deployed solar array [1]

Each panel contains 11 strings of solar cells, and each
string is protected by a dedicated blocking diode (Fig. 8). After
the diodes, the strings are bussed into 5 or 6 string groups. The
current of each group is carried from the diode board to the
panel connector on a redundant pair of wires. Likewise, the
return currents are carried on redundant wire pairs from the
panel connector back to the return busses for the 5 and 6 string
groups. The bussing of the power and returns for each group is
physically accomplished with diode and termination bus strips
on small circuit boards on the panel backside (shown later in
Fig. 19).

Fig. 8 also showed a redundant pair of 10kohm resistors
connected to the panel substrate. They electrically isolate the
solar panel substrate from power conductors while providing a
static charge bleed path to the single point power ground
inside the spacecraft. A short between the conductive panel
substrate and a string on the array front-side or power
conductor on the panel back-side would be limited to a

The currents from the 5 and 6 string groups are each carried
by the inter-panel harness from the panel connector to a
dedicated slip ring in the SADA and then are finally bussed
together to form a single 11 string group at the input to a single
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negligible fault current. But fault currents between power
conductors and the conductors that connect the resistors to the
single point ground (e.g., in the panel connectors, inter-panel
wire harness or slip ring assembly) would not flow through
these resistors and would not be resistively current limited. So
the panel static ground conductors could be involved in the
fault.

currents and the load bus current, with the exception of two
transients shown in the green trace.

The outputs of the 12 AREs are bussed together in a Power
Control Electronics (PCE) unit, which provides a load bus and
controls battery charging and discharging (Fig. 9). The PCE
also contains the current sensors that monitor the load and
battery currents. There are also current sensors in each ARE
(not shown in Fig. 9) that monitor the total current from the
corresponding panel.
The series regulation architecture of Aura’s power system
(Fig. 9) operates the solar cell string groups between the
maximum power voltage and the open circuit voltage [1]. As
explained in [2], additional fault current will flow from the
power bus and battery through the ARE to the fault location if
the input voltage to the ARE falls below the bus voltage
during the fault. ARE current telemetry sensors are not
designed to accurately measure current under these fault
conditions, so the ARE-5A current telemetry data shown in
Fig. 3 is not a true representation of the amplitude of the fault
current. It only shows that the fault duration was about 40-50
seconds. Other telemetry is required to estimate the total fault
current.

Fig. 10. Estimated and measured battery currents agree (during normal
operations

Fig. 11. Estimated fault current during anomaly

It appears (Fig. 11) that the fault current initially peaked at
about 33A, briefly settled down to about 8-10A, spiked up and
down repeatedly to about 20A and later to 15A before dying
out around timeline D or E. The 0.005 hours per major
division in the plot corresponds to an elapsed time of 18
seconds, so the elapsed time from B to D is about 40 seconds
and to the drop just after E would be between 50 and 60
seconds. The spikes at timeline F in the battery current
telemetry (red curve) and in the derived fault current arise
from the same problems in deriving the battery current
observed during normal conditions (spikes in the green curve
of Fig. 10) and should be ignored. Given the high rate of
change in the battery current between D and E, there is also
some question over the reliability of the derived fault current
in this time interval.

Fir. 9. Aura uses series regulation

There is a current sensor in the power control electronics
(PCE) that measures the total current drawn by spacecraft
loads and another that measures the battery charge/discharge
current. There is a “virtual” current sensor (shown as a dashed
line sensor in Fig. 9) that is the summation of all ARE current
telemetry values computed by on board software and is
reported in the telemetry. Kirchhoff’s current law requires
that, under normal operating conditions, the sum of all ARE
currents flowing into the PCE must equal the current flowing
out to the load bus plus the battery charging current. Fig. 10
demonstrates that the measured battery charge current is well
predicted by the difference between the summation of ARE

What is clear is that the fault current is erratic in amplitude
and even appears to shut off and re-strike, which is
characteristic of an arc and not a hard short. Given the slow
sampling rate (1Hz) for the data and time lags between
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sampling the different sensors, we cannot draw too much from
the fault current analysis other than to observe that a
significant current of ~ 30A peak and an average of 10-20A
was drawn out of the spacecraft bus to a fault with a duration
in the 40-50 second range. This current is in addition to the
~8A current from the 11 solar cell strings bussed together at
ARE-5A input that never reached the ARE current monitor
during the fault.

force caused by an arc is proportional to the current and that
the observed currents would produce a force and torque of the
magnitude observed by the GNC system. However, there is
enough insensitivity to details of the force shape in the GNC
simulation and enough uncertainty in the precise waveform of
the PCE fault current that we do not want to over emphasize
the agreement. The key point is that if wire fusing removed
the PCE bus current and the 5 string current to the arc, but the
6 string current was still burning away in a vacuum arc on the
array, we should still observe a momentum buildup due to the
persistent albeit smaller vacuum arc force on the array. The
absence of a persistent disturbance torque indicates the fault
totally cleared and there is no evidence of any continuing arc.
We believe that both of the positive (or both of the return)
wires of the 6 string group were fused open.

We note in passing that the general trend in the derived
PCE fault current amplitude is down after the initial rise.
When combined with the 8A string currents from panel 11, the
general shape of the total current feeding the fault is consistent
with the best-match downward sloping trapezoidal disturbance
force used in the GNC simulations. Analysis based on
historical test data discussed later shows that the disturbance

The circuit model in Fig. 12, with the resistances of the
ARE components and harness wires, was used to determine if
the PCE could source the amount of fault current estimated
from the current monitor telemetry. The arc was modeled as a
zener diode with a reverse breakdown voltage between 16V
and 20V, covering the expected voltage range for a silver or
copper vacuum arc. The results (Fig. 13) show that the PCE
would source between ~20-30A to a vacuum arc on panel 11
with an arc voltage between 16-20V, which agrees with the
magnitude of the PCE fault current derived from the current

Fig. 12. Fault current scenario analyzed

D. Location of the Electrical Fault
Fig. 12 shows the fault current paths with the fault location
on panel 11 shown diagrammatically as a red zener diode. A
zener diode was chosen to reflect the fact that a vacuum arc has
a finite voltage drop along the arc path that the power system
must maintain for the arc to continue (see [3] and references it
contains).
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monitor telemetry. This consistency provides further support
to the hypothesis that a vacuum arc occurred on panel 11 of the
array.

arc would be an order of magnitude longer into the range of
10’s of seconds. The observed 40-50 second arc lifetime is
more likely with solder than copper or silver, while the
estimated PCE current draw points to an arc voltage that is
more consistent with a copper or silver arc. So the historical arc
literature data shows that a vacuum arc in the harness wiring,
connectors or diode/terminal boards are all plausible sites for
the arc.

The duration of a vacuum arc, which determines the
amount of physical and electrical damage that occurs, depends
strongly upon the arc current and electrode material. Based
upon historical vacuum arc literature (Fig. 14, from [4] and
[5]), the Aura power system had sufficient current to sustain a
vacuum arc for seconds. Arc lifetimes are stochastic and
follow an exponential survival-law probability distribution
(Fig. 14). So there is an “average” arc lifetime and a finite
probability of longer arcs. Copper and silver arcs have an
average lifetime of about 1 second when the arc current is
~30A. Tin and lead (i.e., solder) have lower arc voltages than
copper and silver (see Fig. 15, from [3] and references it
contains), which would result in higher current draw from the
PCE based on Fig. 13.

Fig. 15. Thermal properties influence sustained arc voltage drop

Estimates of the force and torque exerted by a vacuum arc
were made. The initial estimate was based on the erosion rate
of copper combined with measurements of the average copper
ion energy. (Because of the technological importance of
copper, most of the test data for vacuum arc reaction force was
for copper electrodes). Experimentally determined erosion
rates for Cu electrodes fall in the range of 60-120 μg/C
(micrograms per coulomb of charge transfer) [6]. Erosion rates
are higher for the other possible electrode materials: silver
ranges between 140-150μg/C and for tin (Sn) and lead (Pb) the
rates are 295 and 510 μg/C [7]. The peak estimated total arc
current was ~38A, but averaged over the 40-50 second fault it
is more likely in the range of 18-28A. Using 30A and the
copper erosion rate yields a bounding mass loss rate of
3.6mg/sec.

Figure 13. PCE fault current derived using zener diode model of vacuum arc
voltage drop

Data collected by Davis and Miller [8] give the peak
energies of singly and multiply charged metal ions (in Volts =
eV per ion charge). In the 20-30A range, Cu+, Cu++ and
Cu+++ ions had energies of ~50-60eV/charge and silver had
slightly lower energies. Values were not given for tin or lead.
Cu+/Cu++/Cu+++ percentages at 100A were reported as
30%/54%/15%. (The percentages for Ag+/Ag++/Ag+++ were
65%/34%/1%.) The 120eV energy of the dominant Cu++ ion
is bounding for the average energy of Cu and Ag. The 120eV
energy leads to a velocity estimate of 19 km/sec. Velocity
times the 30A mass loss rate of 3.6mg/sec yields a force of
69mN and, at the end of an 11m moment arm, a disturbance
torque of 0.76N-m. These values are more than a factor of 2
higher than the 8.9-29mN force and 0.32N-m average torque
derived by the GNC simulations. Lafferty [9] gives a peak
velocity averaged over all 3 ion states of ~ 12km/s. This
slower velocity leads to a force of 44mN and torque of 0.48Nm. Using 20A average current instead of 30A reduces the force

Fig. 14. Vacuum arcs fed by 30+amps can last seconds to many seconds

The thermal properties of lead and tin that favor lower arc
voltage and longer arc lifetimes (i.e., high vapor pressure, low
vaporization temperature, and low thermal conductivity and
capacity) are similar to zinc. Based upon the arc lifetime data
for zinc in Fig. 14, the average lifetime for ~30A solder vapor
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and torque to 29mN and 0.32N-m, matching the GNC
estimated values.

So the estimates of reaction force and torque due to a
vacuum arc on the backside of the 11th solar array panel
bracket the force and torque derived from the GNC
simulations, demonstrating that a vacuum arc on the backside
of panel 11 is the plausible explanation for the amplitude and
duration of the observed disturbance torque.

These calculations support the physical linkage of the
vacuum arc and disturbance torque. However they presume
that all of the mass loss is converted to plasma with the average
velocity indicated. That is obviously a pessimistic case.

Sustained arcs at the modest voltages and currents of solar
array circuitry are only plausible if the power and ground
conductors that are the electrodes for the arc are in close
proximity. So where on array panel 11 (cell panel 9) could the
arc occur?

A series of papers published in the 1930’s documented
measurements of the reaction forces and/or velocities of the
metal vapor/plasma jets produced by vacuum arcs. Tanberg
[10] measured the reaction force exerted by the vapor emitted
from the cathode of a copper vacuum arc. His data covered
currents of 11-32A, the range of currents of interest here. He
also measured the mass loss rate, and from those two
measurements, derived an effective velocity for the vapor
(assuming a Maxwellian velocity distribution). His range of
estimated velocities, 6-17km/s, is consistent with the 12km/s
average reported by Lafferty. However, Tanberg's mass loss
rate was a factor of 3.7-7.3 lower than the mass loss rate
reported by Lafferty. Consequently, the force Tanberg
measured is lower than the force derived from data in Lafferty
for the same arc current: 200-375 dynes (2-3.75mN) for a 1020A current, which would produce a torque of up to 0.041N-m,
a factor of 7.8 lower than the GNC estimate of 0.32N-m.

The two wires carrying the 6-string-group (+) current are
tied to pins 3 and 4 in the panel connector (per Fig. 8). The
adjacent pins 1 and 2 carry the bussed group current from the
other 5 strings. Pins 1, 2, 3 and 4 (and their connected group
wires) will be at the same voltage because: (1) the power
subsystem controls the AREs to cause all solar cell string
groups to operate at nearly the same voltage; and (2) these 2
pairs of group wires are electrically bussed together at the input
to ARE-5A. An arc or other damaging fault due to any hard or
soft short between these 4 wires/pins is impossible because
there is no voltage difference to support an arc.

A review [11] of arc test data later that decade showed (see
Fig. 16) that the mass loss rate and consequent reaction force
are sensitive to the vacuum used in the test. Since Tanberg’s
equipment could only maintain a vacuum of about 2E-4 to 1E2 torr, far higher pressures than space vacuum or the vacuum
achieved by later experimenters, we take the estimates based
on Tanberg’s data to be lower bounds to the expected reaction
force because of the low erosion rate.
Figure 1. Wire terminations in solar panel connector

Pin 5, which picks up the wire from one of the static bleed
resistors on the panel substrate, is directly connected to
spacecraft ground and is adjacent to the 6-string pins 3 and 4
and their wires. (The adjacency of power and ground wires
implied by the pin designations in Fig. 8 does occur as shown
by the linear layout of the panel connector in Fig. 17.) Any
physical contact or vacuum arc between pins/wires 3 and 4
with the pin/wire 5 ground connection could easily carry the
fault current. This fault current path for the 6 string group
current is shown by blue colored path B- in Fig. 12. Pins 6 and
7 carry the 6 string group return current from the spacecraft
single point ground under normal conditions, and could also
carry the 6 string fault current directly back to the solar cell
strings, bypassing the single point ground, if an arc or short
between 3 and 4 occurred with 6 or 7. (That alternate return
path is not highlighted in Fig. 12.) In both scenarios, the 6
string group current does not reach ARE-5A or the other
current monitors inside the power control electronics (PCE)
unit during the fault.
The current from the 5 string group flows to the ARE-5A
input where it is bussed with the 6 string group wires. Instead
of the normal flow into ARE-5A and to the spacecraft power
bus, during the fault the 5 string group current will flow out
through the 6 string (+) wires to the fault site and then along

Figure 16. Force exerted by vacuum arc vs. arc current [11]
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the ESD bleed path ground connection or the 6 string group
return wires to the single point ground. It would then return
back to the 5 strings on panel 11 via the normal 5 string
group’s pair of return wires that also connect to the single point
ground. The entire loop is shown by green path A in Fig. 12.
The 5 string current flows from the panel to the ARE via the
normal (+) conductors, and ultimately flows back along the
normal return wires, so the 5 string conductors are not at risk of
fusing during the fault.

the other 5 anode pads for the 5 solar cell strings missing from
the qual panel.) As the photo shows, all of the diode cathodes
are bussed together, and 2 (white) wires carry the group current
to the array connector. Two black (-) return wires (from the
panel connector) are terminated on the termination bus strip at
the bottom right. An adjacent pair of white wires carries the
return current back to the single solar cell string. (There are an
additional 10 terminals on the return bus strip for the returns to
the missing 5 solar cell strings.)
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There are several locations on this board where a vacuum
arc could plausibly occur:
• The gap between the group (+) bus strip and the group
return bus strip (red rectangles)
• The portions of the (+) wires (white) carrying group
current that pass over the return bus strip (red ovals)
• The section of panel harness where (+) group white wires
are routed adjacent to black return wires (bottom red oval)

Fig. 18. Potential vacuum arc sites and fault clearing locations

Based upon this discussion, the potential arc sites in the
panel connector and harness are shown in Fig. 18. The
locations of fault clearing sites (via conductor fusing) that
would produce the loss of 6 string current from panel 11 but
allow the 5 string current to reach ARE-5A are also noted.

/

Locations of potential faults are: crossovers of
(+) wires over return bus strip; gap between
common 6 string (+) bus strip and return
(ground) bus strip; (+) and (‐) wires in bundle.

The entire flight board is conformal coated, which provides
an extra layer of insulation between (+) group wires and
ground strips, and a physical barrier that prevents any plasma
or conductive material from contacting and conducting current
between the (+) and return common bus strips. Some of the
insulation over the conductors at these sites would have to be
removed to expose the conductors underneath to enable a
vacuum arc. This could occur if there were insulation
workmanship defects at these locations, or if the cumulative
time on orbit (radiation and thermal cycling, and meteoroid and
debris impact damage) resulted in degradation and damage of
the insulation over the board and wires that expose the
conductors to vacuum.

Pair of (+) wires from 1
string connecting to
blocking diode anode

5 or 6 strings are
bussed on cathode side
of blocking diode and
routed to S/C on pair of
wires (Remainder of 11
strings bussed at input
to ARE)

Fault clearing “X” in Path C is
required to be consistent with
the terminal condition.

A pair of returns
(ground) wires from
S/C terminate at bus
strip and 6 pairs of
wire carry return
string current back to
individual strings

The plausibility of a sustained arc on a diode board was
demonstrated clearly by a recent diode board sustained arc test
[12] that triggered a vacuum arc (with ESD plasma) between a
partially exposed diode lead and its terminal post and a
partially exposed adjacent trace and post on the board. The
materials involved and the gap geometries are similar to the
Aura board design.

Fig. 19. Qual panel diode/termination board shows potential arc sites

Fig. 19 shows a diode/termination board from an Aura
qualification panel. Two red (+) wires from the single string of
solar cells on the qual panel are terminated at the upper left
diode pad anode terminals. (There are 5 sets of terminals on

Sustained arcs between partially exposed conductors in
connectors similar in construction to those used on Aura have
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been triggered by ESD (see Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 from [13]), and
the end result included fused and hard shorted conductors. The
sustained arc on Aura, with ~20-38A current for 40-50
seconds, would be expected to cause damage intermediate
between these two examples.

degraded resistance, indicating that damage had propagated.
The propagation of insulation damage and failure of wires was
more extensive for other insulations types due to the longer arc
burning time.

Fig. 20. Insulation degradation due to 100msec sustained arc triggered by ESD

Figure 22. Wire bundle configuration used in arc tracking tests

The authors noted:
In numerous tests at least one of the pre-damaged wire conductors
was melted. Where this happened, in all cases (+) conductor 4
was identified… It is the one with the greatest thermal stress.
Possible explanation was that due to insulation deterioration a
conductive connection to return conductors 3, 5 and 7 can be
formed, distributing the current over multiple carriers and
reducing their thermal stress. But tests of a two wire system
showed the same result, probably because of polarity dependent
arc root effects in the anode region. Due to the fact that the arc
plasma consists mainly of mobile electrons instead of inert ions,
the burn-up and vaporizing of the electrodes occurs first at the
anode.

So the end state with two open-circuit positive AWG 20
ETFE insulated wires for Aura is plausible because:

Fig. 21. Connector and wire damage due to 5min sustained arc triggered by
ESD

•
(+) 20AWG ETFE wire failure was observed with
only 10A and <10 sec arc duration in the ground tests

Most solar array sustained arc testing has been performed
on hardware in a beginning of life (BOL) condition. Some
sustained arcs have been triggered by ESD on hardware in a
simulated end-of-life (EOL) condition (e.g., mechanically
introduced wire insulation defects, such as in [14] and [15]).
More recently, tests have been performed under more realistic
EOL conditions (i.e., post radiation and thermal cycling for
solar cell strings [16] and wire insulation [17]) on panel front
side (with UV) and back side (without UV) that have shown
life aging increases the number and size of insulation defects,
which increases the risk of sustained arcs.

• Aura fault current was 2-3 times higher than the
current used in these ground tests
• Aura fault current lasted 4-5 times longer than the 10
seconds permitted in these tests.
The tests also showed that Teflon based insulation, such as the
ETFE used on Aura, does not produce char in vacuum arcs that
causes the persistent low resistance shunt seen with polyimide
(Kapton) insulation. So after the arc clears, there would be no
shunt path to draw current from intact (+) wires away from a
ARE, consistent with intact current from the 5 string group
post event.

Other ground tests have been reported where sustained
vacuum arcs were initiated in multi-wire bundles (Fig. 22) that
resulted in the arc spreading and fusing wires open [18]. The
tests applied fixed current for 10 seconds, waited 3 minutes to
allow the materials to cool, and then reapplied power for
another 10 seconds to see if arcs would restart. The pre-arc
voltage was >100V but was ~25-50V and noisy during the arc,
which is typical of metal-vapor vacuum arcs for silver plated
copper. The power supply current limit was set to 6, 7.5, 10
and 15 amps.

In summary, the ground tests demonstrate the credibility
that sustained arcs could have occurred at the
diode/termination boards, the panel connectors, or between
adjacent power and return wires. These tests have shown that
the risk of sustained arcing exists in some hardware at BOL
and increases over life due to aging and accumulated damage
from meteoroid and debris impacts to the insulation. And the
current amplitude and duration observed on Aura is sufficient
to fuse a pair of (+) 20AWG ETFE insulated wires without
leaving a permanent shunt resistance from insulation charring.

At the 10A current limit, ETFE insulated wire showed the
shortest arc duration (1-2 seconds) but one wire had fused
opened in that time frame. Other return wires showed
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III.

WHAT TRIGGERED THE FAILURE?

A. Surface Charging
Numerous solar array sustained arc anomalies have
occurred in GEO orbit due to ESD from surface charging.
Surface charging has also been reported to be the root-cause of
a major power system failure on the LEO polar orbiting
spacecraft Midori (also known as ADEOS II) [19]. So it would
be reasonable to suspect surface charging as the root-cause that
triggered the Aura power loss anomaly.

X

Surface charging has been observed in high inclination
LEO orbits that transit the Auroral regions (e.g., DMSP per
[20], [21], [22] and Freja [23]). Fig. 23 shows that DMSP
charging (1600 events over 28 spacecraft years) has been
localized to a band between 60 to 80 magnetic latitude.
Charging events observed by Freja were similarly limited to a
narrow band centered around 70 magnetic latitude.
Fig. 25. Location of Aura in geomagnetic coordinates at time of anomaly

Aura was located at 60 S. latitude and 60 W. longitude at
the time of the anomaly (Fig. 24). Note: Fig. 24 uses
geocentric coordinates, not the geomagnetic coordinates used
in Fig. 23. Fig. 25 shows the geomagnetic coordinates (red)
overlaid upon geocentric coordinates. It clearly shows that
Aura (green X at <50 magnetic latitude) was outside the
magnetic latitude band where LEO charging has been
observed.
The auroral arc will move towards the equator during
geomagnetic storms, which could potentially put Aura into a
charging environment. The global magnetic index Kp was
only 4 at the time of the event. This is below the Kp=5
threshold for minor geomagnetic storms per NOAA’s Space
Weather Scales [24], but is sufficient to move the auroral arc
modestly equatorward. The AE index, which focuses on
magnetic ground stations in the auroral region ([25], [26])
showed activity during the day of the anomaly (unshaded
region in Fig. 26). But the AL index excursion was smaller
than the days preceding and following the 12th of March. So
the standard geomagnetic indices Kp and AE do not provide
clear evidence that surface charging was the root cause.

Fig. 23. Magnetic local time and latitude distribution for DMSP charging
events

Figure 26. AU and AL Indices during March 2010
Fig. 24. Location of Aura at time of anomaly
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The most definitive evidence can be found from
examination of magnetogram records at ground stations near
the magnetic footprint of a satellite (e.g., Fig. 27 from [27] and
[28]). Similar correlations with large amplitude magnetogram
transients were found for 19 of 23 recurring RGA anomalies on
DSCS II [29]. (Other examples where Kp provided ambiguous
or misleading indications against surface charging, while
magnetograms provided strong evidence of surface charging
are discussed in another paper in these conference proceedings
[30].)

The magnetograms at these 3 stations only showed a minor
disturbance of 20 nanoTesla amplitude or less at the time of the
anomaly (e.g., Fig. 29). That magnitude is far below the
hundreds of nT amplitudes observed in magnetograms during
typical substorms [32] or in the magnetograms of ground
stations near the magnetic footprints of satellites that suffered
major anomalies. For comparison, Fig. 30 shows the
magnetogram of a GEO satellite that suffered a solar array
power loss due to sustained arcs triggered by surface charging.
Magnetograms from ground stations near the northern and
southern auroral footprints for Galaxy 15 (which failed April 5,
2010) also showed large 800-1500nT transients at the time of
the anomaly, consistent with other environment data [33]
supporting claims that it was disabled due to an ESD event.

Ground station magnetometer data from three
INTERMAGNET sites [31] near the Aura ground track were
reviewed to look for evidence of charging conditions near the
time of the anomaly. The sites were (see Fig. 28): TRW
(Trelew, Argentina, 43.3S 65.3W), PST (Port Stanley,
Falkland Islands, 51.7S 57.9W), and AIA (Akademik
Vernadsky Antartic Station, 65.25S 64.27W).

So the local magnetograms at the time of the Aura anomaly
do not support surface charging and ESD as a trigger for the
arc on the solar array.

Fig. 29. Local magnetogram does not support surface charging of Aura at time
of event
Fig. 27. Disturbance in magnetogram of Ft. Smith at time of DSCS II failure

Very large 

Fig. 30. Example magnetogram showing severe substorm coincident with
anomaly on another spacecraft

B. Micrometeoroid and Orbital Debris:
Micrometeoroid and orbital debris (MMOD) impacts have
been implicated in past anomalies, including solar array and
power system failures. A Perseid meteor hit has been deemed
to be the most plausible root cause of the loss of the Olympus
geosynchronous communication satellite [34]. On the other

Fig. 28. INTERMAGNET sites near Aura at time of anomaly
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hand, the ESA probe Giotto suffered physical damage to
instruments and attitude disturbances during its encounter with
the Halley comet inner coma, but only lost about 1% of its
array power [35].

One historical anomaly very similar to the Aura circuit loss
occurred on the Communication Technology Satellite (CTS).
CTS suffered a power loss in the experimental load section of
its array in June 1976 after only 160 days in orbit. Telemetry
showed that the bus voltage dropped from 80 V to 19 V and
then rose to 42 V for 24 seconds. The bus voltage subsequently
returned to 80 V, but the array output current was reduced by
15%, indicating that six strings of solar cells were lost by this
event [43]. With an operating voltage of 80V and the multipleamp array current available beyond the diode board, CTS was
operating in the sustained arc high-risk region of Fig. 31.

EURECA flew in a low inclination LEO orbit (~500km and
28.5 degree inclination) for 11 months. Post retrieval
inspection showed more than 1000 impacts visible to the naked
eye on the front side of each solar array wing (99 square meters
combined area). Despite the large number of impacts, their
overall effect at system level was trivial. The impact features
ranged in size from about 100 microns, to the largest crater
which was 6.4 mm across, and there were indications of arcing
[36], [37], but no significant power loss. On the other hand,
MSTI-2 was lost due to a short in a wire bundle due to debris
impact [38].

The CTS array design limited the number of locations
where a sustained arc between power and ground could occur
[44]. The array blanket substrate was nonconductive, so
sustained arcing had to occur between power and return
conductors. Electrical wiring was located at the edges and
centerline of the blanket, but it is not clear that power and
returns were mixed in these bundles. These lines connected to a
diode board at the inboard end of the array and then to a
flexible connector cable which interfaced with the slip ring
assembly. It is likely that power and returns were bundled in
the harness following the diode board. The experimental
section of the array fed switching regulators that provided
regulated output voltages for the loads. The experiment bus
had no energy storage (other than filter capacitors), so the
sustained arc could only be fed by the array power.

In LEO, orbital debris impacts are far more likely than
meteoroid impacts. Over 8 ¼ years of flight, a Hubble solar
array accumulated an average of 12 impacts per (2cm by 4cm)
coverglass, principally due to impacts from particles in the 1100 micron range [39]. That averages to an impact rate of
0.182 per square cm per year. For an exposed area of 0.1
square meter (i.e., for 0.9cm x 11m harness area), we would
estimate the impact rate at 182 per year or almost 1300 after 7
years of life. The cumulative fluence of particle impacts vs.
crater diameter measured on Hubble agreed well with
predictions using the MASTER2001 + Grun model [40]. Due
to several accidents (Russian satellite Na and K coolant leak,
and spent launch booster explosions), the debris environment is
worse than when Hubble flew. MASTER underwent a
significant upgrade in 2005 and work continued to include the
contributions of later events, such as the Iridium-Cosmos
collision [41]. So if anything, the debris fluxes were higher for
Aura than for Hubble, which increases the impact rates above
the Hubble based estimates given here.

The failure was ascribed [45] to a short on the isolation
diode board that could have been induced by a micrometeorite
or a failure related to workmanship and handling. A temporary
attitude disturbance coincided with the anomaly, which the
failure investigators deemed was caused by expulsion of
vaporized array material in vicinity of the arc. No effort to
correlate the disturbance with the fault current was reported.
Some researchers [43] believed that ESD from spacecraft
charging triggered the event. However, CTS flew a Transient
Event Counter (TEC) designed to detect transients in the array
harness and other locations. The TEC had detected 42, 84 and
41 events in February (array deployed on Feb 1), March and
April, respectively, without any array power loss. The TEC
recorded transients during the June failure arcing event, as
expected, but because there were no counts immediately
preceding the anomaly, ESD was not deemed credible [45].
Since then, ground tests using hypervelocity impacts have
shown both that MMOD impacts generate significant plasma
and that sustained arcs can be triggered by the impact released
plasma (e.g., [46], [47], [48], [49]).

In most of the historical cases examined, there was no
indication of significant sustained arcing and power loss.
However, the prevailing array voltage in those years, 30V,
makes triggering a sustained arc with ESD or meteoroid
plasma unlikely (see Fig. 31 from [3] and [42]). At Aura’s
120V (post-eclipse) and 8A, the same MMOD impact plasma
poses a far greater hazard.
V<Varc for some
materials SAFE

7

6

Grout, saf e and unsafe

UNSAFE = secondary
arc duration >1msec

3

2

1

UNSAFE

So it is reasonable to expect wear and tear for the harness
insulation over time and that multiple MMOD impacts would
eventually expose power and ground conductors in close
proximity, creating a susceptibility to a vacuum arc triggered
by the plasma of a subsequent nearby MMOD hit. That final

< 1A SAFE for <200V

0
0

The MMOD impact must be very close to the exposed
power and ground conductors. ESD tests showed (Fig. 32 and
Fig. 33 from [14]) that primary ESD arcs had to be very close
to the damage sites on the powered wires in order for the
primary arc plasma to trigger a sustained arc between the wire
and the conductive carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP)
panel substrate, which was tied to ground.
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Figure 31. Sustained arcing safe and unsafe operating regions
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plasma trigger event is far more likely to come from the impact
of a small particle in the 1-100 micron range that is likely not
detectable by GNC sensors. (The threshold MMOD size
detectable by the GNC system is not known.) So MMOD
impact is a plausible, but unproven (and likely unprovable),
initiating cause of the vacuum arc.

IV.

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Aura solar array group loss (6 solar cell strings) was
shown to be caused by a sustained (metal vapor) vacuum arc
on the backside of array panel 11. This arc was fed by the
current of the 6 string group that failed, plus the current of
another 5 strings (~8A total) that was bussed with the 6 strings
at the input to their common array regulator electronics (ARE)
module. Spacecraft telemetry showed that, as a consequence
of the collapse of the array voltage (~120V post eclipse) to the
vacuum arc voltage which is below the power bus voltage, an
additional 30A peak and ~20A average current flowed from the
bus out to the fault site. Ground tests have shown that this
much current flowing for the observed duration of 40-50
seconds will fuse the gauge of conductors used in the array
harness. The fused wires will interrupt the current flow, and
result in the observed reduced current from the ARE.
An attitude disturbance was observed coincident with the
power anomaly.
GNC simulations showed that the
accumulation of yaw, roll and pitch errors was due to a
disturbance torque vector normal to the array backside and due
to a force on the 11th panel matching the duration of the power
anomaly. Telemetry was used to quantify the duration and
magnitude of the arc current, which was combined with
historical vacuum arc data to show the vacuum arc would
produce a reaction force of sufficient size to match the
observed disturbance torque if the arc was located on the 11th
array panel. Circuit model simulations confirmed that the
power bus would source the observed current across a metal
vapor vacuum arc located out on the 11th array panel. All of
the evidence pointed to an arc site on the 11th panel.

Fig. 32. Locations of primary ESD arcs relative to backside wires [14]

Powered
wires

The array design had multiple locations on the backside
where power conductors and ground were in close proximity
and could support a vacuum arc if exposed: blocking diodetermination boards, panel connectors and interpanel harness
bundles. The conductors were nominally protected by coatings
or insulation, but ground tests have shown that workmanship
and manufacturing defects as well as aging (radiation exposure
and thermal cycling) induced defects will expose the
conductors which can then support sustained vacuum arcs
triggered by ESD, micrometeoroid and debris impacts, or
momentary make-and-break electrical contact. Unfortunately,
there is no evidence that allows us to pick a most probable
hardware location for the arc.

Fig. 33. Locations of secondary and sustained arcs between wires and CFRP
panel [14]

C. Momentary Electrical Contact
Finally, a vacuum arc can be triggered by making and
breaking the electrical contact between two conductors. If the
insulation damage to adjacent power and ground conductors
allowed momentary direct conductor-to-conductor physical
contact, then the short that would occur would set off a vacuum
arc between them. This effect has been demonstrated in
ground test [15]. So instead of a nearby MMOD hit generating
the plasma to set off the vacuum arc, this scenario requires
some force that would have to bring the wires into momentary
contact. It is possible that transient stresses due to the
differential thermal expansion that occurs during the posteclipse array temperature rise could cause wires to come into
contact. So a variant of the initiating event is that momentary
contact between wires with previously degraded insulation
occurred during the post eclipse transition. But there is no
proof of that, nor can we explain why the transition on March
12th caused contact to occur when none of the other posteclipse transitions in the prior 7 years life did. So this variant
is another plausible but unproven initiating event.

Any source of plasma that bridges power and ground
conductors would be a credible root-cause of the failure. ESD
from surface charging is well established as a potential cause,
but the environmental data available at the time of the Aura
anomaly indicates that surface charging is not credible for this
event. MMOD impact plasma poses a risk similar to ESD
plasma. There is no telemetry that indicates that a MMOD
impact occurred, but the probable mass of the impact particle is
below the spacecraft detection threshold. A separating power
connector pin or wire that breaks the flow of current during
post-eclipse differential thermal expansion will generate an arc,
similar to a relay contact opening (but without the arc
suppression flyback diodes typically used with relays). So
while the evidence for a sustained vacuum arc is clear, there is
no hard evidence for a specific triggering cause.
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A common element of the postulated triggering
mechanisms is the close proximity of power and return
(ground) conductors. Close spacing of power and return
conductors was a consequence of design guidance to minimize
the separation between power and returns in order to minimize
the magnetic dipole moment of the array. Minimizing the
dipole moment minimizes the magnetic disturbance torque to
the spacecraft that the attitude control system would have to
offset, and reduces the DC magnetic field interference with onboard science magnetometers [50], [51], [52]. Aura included a
triaxial magnetometer. With the increased voltage and power
levels of more recent spacecraft, power systems have entered
the sustained arc unsafe operating region. Ground tests
reported in the literature have shown that modestly increasing
the separation between power and ground significantly reduces
the likelihood of triggering a sustained vacuum arc.
Consequently, it is recommended that the magnetic dipole
moment allocations for higher voltage solar arrays should be
increased to accommodate the increased separation between
power and ground conductors needed to prevent this type of
failure.

[11] R.M. Robertson, “The Force on the Cathode of a Copper Arc,” Physical
Review, Vol. 53, p 578, April 1, 1938
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Two Anomalies Occurred Simultaneously
on NASA’s Aura SC (What Happened ?)
• 2 anomalies occurred on March
12, 2010

• Aura is part of NASA’s Earth
Observation System
• Launched 7-15-2004
• In 685 km sun-synchronous orbit
• Will reach 10yrs service this July,
2x 5 year mission life

– Momentum buildup due to
disturbance torque of 40-50s
duration
– Anomalous current and voltage
telemetry from one solar array
regulator module of same duration

• Power anomaly ended with loss
of 6 solar cell strings (~1/2 solar
panel) on panel 11
• No effect on P/L operations, no
fault management trips or
automatic alarms-detected during
routine daily performance plot
review
• Array left with 10.5 active panelsrequires 9 to support load

Panel 11

2
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GNC simulations link attitude disturbance
to electrical fault on panel 11 backside
Roll

• Simulation of disturbance force normal to
panel 11 backside matches observations
• Erratic current looks like vacuum arc-need
other TLM to define fault current

Pitch

Disturbance
torque ~normal to
array backside

Yaw

~40sec
RWA Reaction to Yaw Error
Yaw momentum
increases ~linearly
from 04:47:54 to
04:48:54, which
corresponds to
~0.113N-m torque
for 64sec

Simulation
Measurement

ARE 5C exhibits normal
eclipse transition and
post-eclipse behavior

Derived parameters match
measured yaw rate well

04:47:56 - 04:48:49
ARE 5A exhibits
anomalous behavior
16
ITAR Controlled Technical Data Exported IAW 22 CFR 125.4(b)(2), TA# 3107-04
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Power subsystem TLM and circuit model
support vacuum arc on panel 11
• Vacuum arc would drop ARE input
voltage below bus voltage-current
would flow from bus to fault
• PCU current sensors show 30A
peak and 10-20A ave. current flow
from bus to fault (adds to ~8A ISC
from 11 strings)
• SPICE model of power bus predicts
similar current flow to arc on panel
11, with arc sustaining voltage
typical of Cu electrodes

4
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Solar Panel and Power System Design
Limits Opportunities for Failure (Where ?)
Solar Panel Electrical Design

To one
ARE

From
SPG

• Every string has blocking diode-~0.7A/string, too small to sustain an arc;
8A per 11 string group (plus 10-20A from
bus) can sustain arc
• Series regulated array—all (+) circuits at
same voltage
• Loss of 6 strings = failure from diode
cathode to panel connector to inter-panel
5
harness
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Panel connector, diode board and panel
harness are all plausible locations for fault site
/

Locations of potential faults are: crossovers of
(+) wires over return bus strip; gap between
common 6 string (+) bus strip and return
(ground) bus strip; (+) and (-) wires in bundle.

Pair of (+) wires from 1
string connecting to
blocking diode anode
5 or 6 strings are
bussed on cathode side
of blocking diode and
routed to S/C on pair of
wires (Remainder of 11
strings bussed at input
to ARE)

A pair of returns
(ground) wires from
S/C terminate at bus
strip and 6 pairs of
wire carry return
string current back to
individual strings

Fused
conductors at
all 3 sites
would be
consistent
with TLM
Powered
wires
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Surface charging not supported by local
environment data (Why?)
LEO Charging
@ ~70-60° MLat

Aura anomaly occurred
outside charging latitudes
50°

X
Geocentric latitude
and longitudes

60°
70°

Geocentric
Geomagnetic

• No local evidence of substorm conditions at time
and location of anomaly
magnetic substorm that caused
sustained arc on other satellite
had deltas of many 100’s nT

INTERMAGNET
ground stations

X

20-30nT deltas
shows a quiet
magnetic field,
not substorm
7

Very large ∆
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Despite lack of definitive root-cause, anomaly
shows that design practices need improvement
– All of the plausible fault locations had power and
return/ground in close proximity
– Pairing/twisting power and return is “best-practice”
for LEO S/C to reduce magnetic dipole moment and
magnetic disturbance torques [e.g., NASA SP-8037;
Reliability Practice No. PD-ED-1207 NASA TM
4322A]

• Increase sustained arc immunity by
allocating higher % off SC dipole
moment to array harnessing

• Intermittent short during differential
expansion during post eclipse
thermal transition?

7

6

– Conductors exposed by wear and tear
(radiation, thermal cycling, cumulative MMOD
damage)

5
string current [A]

• Insufficient environment data and
TLM to establish specific root-cause
• Design has characteristics (voltage,
current, exposure, proximity) that
create susceptibility to sustained
arcing triggered by all of these
causes (ESD, MMOD, causal short)
that increases over time

V<Varc for some
materials SAFE

– Most plausible cause for similar anomaly on
CTS array (lost 6 strings and observed attitude
disturbance in 1st 6 months operations in 1976)
– Hubble returned array survey showed 12
impacts per 2x4cm coverglass in ~8yrs flight
(1-100um size too small to sever wires but will
generate plasma that can trigger sustained
vacuum arc)

• Contributing Factors

3

2

1
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No grout, safe and unsafe

UNSAFE
Grout, safe and unsafe

UNSAFE = secondary
arc duration >1msec
Updated data points shown by heavy
outline and larger symbol; previous
boundary between safe and unsafe
regions shown by dotted line

4
V < Varc SAFE for ALL Currents

• If not triggered by ESD, then what
was the cause?
• MMOD?

Old
days

Now

UNSAFE

< 1A SAFE for <200V

0
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